
The following is a proposal written by a former student. It’s not
“perfect,” but it provides a solid example of a Proposal.

Names of all group members:

(If working alone, just write your name again.)

Project Title:

Civic Engagement

Define a Goal (5 points each)

The Community The Need Highlight Your Goal

National (includes state,
local, and school)

Voter Suppression ● to raise awareness

● to participate actively

● to research

● to inform others

● to create/innovate

● to change behaviors

● to advocate

● other (explain):

Goal Statement (10 points): (1 complete sentence)
The goal for my IB project is to inform others about voting, voter suppression, and voter
engagement.

Identify the Global Context (5 points) (highlight one)

Identities and relationships Orientation in space and time Personal and cultural
expression

Fairness and development Scientific and technical
innovation

Globalization and
sustainability

Explain how the Global Context connects to your project’s goal (10 points): (minimum 1
complete sentence):



Voting is a right that every citizen of the United States has, which connects to the Global
Context of Fairness and Development, so the global context is connected because voting is
giving people “access to equal opportunities” and it’s a “right and responsibility” of every US
citizen.

Developing the Proposal for Action

Overview of the planned service action (40 points)- What do you plan to do and how does it
support your goal? Please be specific. (minimum 4 complete sentences):

I plan to write postcards to Georgia voters in order to get them out the vote for the Georgia
senate runoff election. The postcards are from the Religious Action Center of Reform Judaism,
but the content is nonpartisan.  This supports my goal because when they get the postcards, they
will know about the runoff election. Hopefully, this will encourage people to participate in the
election, which is imperative to our democracy.

Predict your impact (10 points)- If I… then the impact will be... (1 complete sentence):

If I educate other people about voting, voter suppression and voter engagement, then the impact
will be that they can educate more people, and all of them will better understand the importance
of voting.

What are your two variables you will be using to measure your success? (5 points each)

When in doubt, ask your math teacher! :-) (ex: money & days, views & days, packages & minutes, etc.)

X: Hours (spent writing postcards)

Y: Number of Postcards Written

*IF YOU PROPOSAL CHANGES YOU MUST NOTIFY AND
MEET WITH YOUR SUPERVISOR!! You do NOT have to submit a

NEW Proposal for Action.*

Directions for Submitting Your Proposal:
1. While looking at the Google Doc, click “File” and go to “Download.”



2. Choose “PDF Document” to download a PDF.

3. Go to the assignment on the Hub and upload the PDF.

4. Submit the assignment with the PDF attached.


